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What is a deep canvass?

• Deep canvasses are candid two-way conversations where canvassers ask 
voters to share voters’ own relevant, emotionally significant experiences 
and reflect on them aloud. 

• Deep canvasses typically involve: 

• Non-judgmentally soliciting voters’ views and asking follow-up 
questions about voters’ experiences. 

• Sharing narratives about personal experiences with the issue that 
reinforce values relevant to the issue.



Deep Canvassing Has Produced Durable Persuasion On 
Other Issues

• Increasing support for transgender-inclusive non-discrimination laws, 
including scale via phone conversations 

• Increasing support for citizenship for undocumented immigrants and more 
humane enforcement policies 

• Increasing support for access to abortion (though less durable)



Can Deep Canvassing Increase Support 
for Undocumented Immigrants’ Access to 

Government Health Care Programs?



Persuasion is Challenging

• Individuals often resist persuasion because yielding to it would pose 
a threat to their self-image: 

• Admitting that one has held views that were in error 

• Recognizing inconsistencies in their views 

• Dislike seeing themselves as susceptible to persuasion and 
manipulation



Deep Canvassing May Overcome These Challenges
• Non-judgmental listening  

• Reduces perceived threat to self-image 

• Being heard increases feeling of respect 

• Promotes active processing and participation in a conversation 

• These increase openness to engaging with alternative viewpoints 

• Sharing narratives  

• Perceived as less manipulative and more engaging than facts 

• Creates an emotional connection 

• Moves beyond cable TV’s surface-level talking points



People’s Action  
Deep Canvass Script



Elicit Current View on Healthcare

•Set non-judgmental tone



Elicit Current View on Undocumented Immigrants

•Set non-judgmental tone



Narrative Exchange Part 1

•Non-judgmental 
exchange of 
narratives 
•Perspective-taking



Narrative Exchange Part 2

•Non-judgmental exchange of narratives 
•Analogic perspective-taking 
•Values activation



Make the Case



Rehearse Opinion Change

•Self-persuasion



Field Experiment to Measure 
Persuasion
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Canvass Implementation Details
• Voters canvassed: 

• 89% white. 

• 47% college educated. 

• 43% conservative; 30% 
moderate; 27% liberal. 

• 44% approve of Trump 

• 21% support including 
undocumented immigrants under 
universal healthcare 

• Canvassers: 

• 56% white. 

• 16% immigrants. 

• Median deep conversation was 15 
minutes



People’s Action Deep 
Canvass Results



Results Overview: Healthcare Policy

For every 100 conversations completed, 
~8 new supporters
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Results Overview: Other Policies

Despite not mentioning these other policies, deep 
canvassing generally increased support for including 
undocumented immigrants in government programs
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Results Overview: Views Towards Immigrants

Modest effects on reshaping respondents’ 
world views to be less prejudiced



Results Overview: Views Towards Immigrants

Modest effects on reshaping respondents’ 
world views to be less prejudiced

Though effects might not persist — 
too early to tell



Results Overview: Political Views

Despite not mentioning Trump, deep canvassing modestly decreased Trump 
approval and support, with effects appearing to persist



Effects by Canvasser and Voter Demographics
• State: Similarly effective across NC, MI, and PA. 

• Canvasser Race: Similarly effective among both canvassers of color and white canvassers. 

• Canvasser Immigration Status: Similarly effective with both immigrant and non-
immigrant canvassers. 

• Voter Race: Similarly effective among both voters of color and white voters. 

• Voter Gender: Effective among both men and women, but particularly effective among 
women. 

• Voter Partisanship: Effective among Republicans, Independents, and Democrats, but 
particularly effective among Democrats. 

• Voter Trump Approval: Effective among voters who both approve and disapprove of 
Trump, but particularly effective among voters who disapprove of Trump.



Conclusion
• People’s Action’s deep canvass successfully: 

• increased voters’ support for including undocumented immigrants in the social 
safety net and effects persist at least 6 weeks after the canvass 

• decreased prejudice towards undocumented immigrants but effects might not 
persist 

• We will continue measuring long-term impact 

• Why were the conversations effective?  

• Canvassers’ view: non-judgmental listening and sharing stories about immigrants 

• Additional experimental results: not struggle stories



Thanks!  
Questions? Comments? 

josh.kalla@yale.edu 
dbroockman@stanford.edu 
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